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1 Introduction
The following public report, “Non-standard risk monitoring”, corresponds to Deliverable 3.4 of the
European DESTRESS project. This report was produced within the framework of Work Package (WP) 3
dealing with “Risk management workflows for deep geothermal energy” and involved scientific staff
from GFZ (Potsdam), UoS (Strasbourg) and ESG (Strasbourg).
Enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) allow the widespread use of the enormous potential of untapped
geothermal energy. EGS measures are generally intended to improve productivity (or injectivity) of a
geothermal reservoir by increasing the overall transmissivity of the reservoir rocks. This goal is
achieved by various methods that are dependent upon the geological system in question, comprising
the rocks, the rock structures, the tectonic situation, as well as the stress field (Huenges et al., 2020).
Within the framework of DESTRESS, the objective behind risk management for deep geothermal
energy deals with risk governance during soft stimulation operations, both chemical and hydraulic, of
geothermal reservoirs, as well as for sustainable operations such as long-term exploitation (Baujard et
al., 2017; Baujard et al., 2018). Thus, a series of risk assessment and workflows have been developed
for both soft chemical stimulation (Peterschmitt et al., 2018) and for seismic risk related to hydraulic
stimulation (Grigoli et al., 2017). Such methodologies aim to provide to operators a reliable decision
tool to estimate environmental risks, such as induced seismicity following reservoir operations. Thus,
an Adaptative Traffic Light System (ATLS) has been developed and tested with real and synthetic
datasets (Grigoli et al., 2018; Mignan et al., 2019). This system takes into account, in a probabilistic
way, data such as real time induced seismicity and geomechanical models.
In parallel to such risk assessment, several public acceptance studies have been run in various EU
countries (France, Germany, UK) with various methodologies (Chavot et al., 2018). Most of them were
done in areas where geothermal stimulations have been undertaken, namely France, Switzerland, the
UK, and the Netherlands (Chavot et al., 2019; Ejderyan et al., 2019, Cees et al. 2020).
Finally, risk management was also studied by investigating the risk related to the stimulation or
sustainable exploitation of geothermal resource by using non-standard monitoring techniques.
Sensors have been deployed in the field in Northern Alsace for investigating buildings’ vulnerability to
induced ground motion during the operation of two geothermal plants located in this area. A set of
500 buildings were surveyed in an area of around 130 km² (Megalooikonomou et al., 2018; Pittore et
al., 2018). This comprised field work around the operational power plant of Soultz and the geothermal
plant of Rittershoffen, as well as experimental work and numerical modelling activities on CWI (Coda
Wave Interferometry), reproducing the mechanical and acoustic behaviour of typical reservoir rock
(Azzola et al., 2018a, b). A specific analysis for characterizing the present-day stress field in the vicinity
of the Rittershoffen geothermal wells has been done (Azzola et al., 2019).
The purpose of this deliverable 3.4 is to focus on non-standard risk monitoring.

2 Non-standard risk monitoring around operational geothermal plants
Non-standard risk monitoring study is an important challenge being examined within the framework
of DESTRESS. A semi-analytical model for describing the seismic performance of the types of buildings
defined in the derived exposure modelling has been developed following the methodology described
in Megalooikonomou et al. (2018). In particular, the modelling focused on the computation of fragility
curves describing the probability of exceeding a first level of non-structural damage
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(Megalooikonomou et al., 2018). In order to calibrate the analytical model, a set of buildings was
selected for field measurements in Alsace around the geothermal sites. The vulnerability modelling
focused on buildings constructed of unreinforced masonry, which may be more susceptible to the
range of ground motion expected in the event of induced seismicity in the area. The measurements
have been carried out using the MPwise (Multi-Parameter Wireless Sensing System) smart device
(Boxberger et al., 2017), which has been designed to carry out rapid measurement activities by
exploiting the computing and advanced networking capacities embedded in individual units. Based on
measurements of environmental seismic noise, the fundamental frequency of vibration of the
inspected buildings has been estimated and used to calibrate the respective fragility curves.
In collaboration with GFZ, ES-Géothermie organized a three days acquisition campaign from the 16th
to 18th October 2017 which involved the installation of four sets of sensors in private houses located
in villages located around the Soultz and Rittershoffen geothermal sites. The fundamental period of
these structures was verified by analysing the ambient noise measured using the MPwise sensors, with
one sensor installed outside of the buildings, and the three others installed on each floor of the houses
(basement, ground floor and first floor). The sensors were installed to record the ambient noise and
to draw a vulnerability mode that allows the issueing of damage forecasts. As shown in Figure 1, in
total, 11 houses were monitored, selected to proide a representative sample of the different types of
masonry in this area of Alsace (timber frame, concrete frame, etc.).
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Figure 1 Series of pictures taken during the acquisition campaign. A set of 11 buildings was selected for field measurements in
Alsace around the geothermal sites to measure the fundamental period of these structures by analysing the ambient noise
measured using the MPwise sensors.

In order to acknowledge local population for their kindness in permiting the sensors’ installation in
their homes, a visit of the Rittershoffen geothermal plant was organized. After a short presentation of
the project, the 15 people present had the chance to visit the different installations of the plant. Many
questions were asked at this occasion, and people went back with a better idea of the advantages and
the challenges of deep geothermal project.
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Figure 2 Visit of the Rittershoffen geothermal plant to thank local people that accepted the installation of the sensors in their
homes.

Then, a methodology for defining and assigning custom seismic vulnerability classes to residential
buildings was developed and tested on a set of 500 buildings surveyed in an area of around 130 km²
around the two geothermal plants pumping flowrate of 280m3/h and 100m3/h for Rittershoffen and
Soultz respectively. The methodology allows a post-acquisition modelling of exposure based on
faceted taxonomies and a fuzzy scoring system (Pittore et al., 2018) and is suitable for rapid, but
efficient and traceable risk estimation applications. A total of 7 classes have been defined, which
characterize the targeted built environment in terms of building practices and structural materials.
A prototype MPwise sensor was established on the 14th May 2018 in the town hall of the village of
Keffenach, located several kilometres from Soultz-sous-Forêts, with the support of the local mayor
office (see Figure 2). The sensor was customized by considering the specific fragility model of the
building where the sensor is installed, knowing that the building had been previously screened. The
sensor is collecting 3-axis strong-motion data and sending it in real time to GFZ and to the geothermal
plant located in the vicinity of the building. In case of an induced event, the sensor is programmed to
issue a local and remote warning in case the ground motion that could potentially lead to nonstructural damage encoded in the fragility model is expected to be exceeded. Since the detection
methodology is based on P-wave analysis, the warning can be issued before the arrival of the slower,
but stronger S-waves, thus representing a prototype decentralized early warning system
(Megalooikonomou et al., 2018).
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Figure 3 A prototype MP-Wise sensor installed on May the 14th 2018 in the town hall of the village of Keffenach. The sensor
was customized by considering the specific fragility model of the building.

In parallel to this non-standard risk monitoring system, some research was conducted on the
application of CWI (Coda Wave Interferometry) to ambient seismic noise correlation, referred to as
Ambient Noise Interferometry (ANI), which has found a large range of applications in recent years,
such as for reservoir monitoring. As fluid injections can also trigger non-seismic (or aseismic)
displacements, monitoring methods applied in reservoir management are generally based on micro
seismicity. However, in order to constantly follow a reservoir’s evolution (seismic and aseismic
deformations), including fine-scale methods, it is important to develop tools that can be applied
independently of the spatio-temporally-dependent seismicity. Physically, the changes in phases
observed are typically interpreted as small variations in seismic velocities. However, this interpretation
remains questionable. The research activities on the influence of the elastic deformation of the
medium on coda wave interferometry measurements, which could support a new interpretation of
coda wave interferometry, have focused on several aspects of direct numerical modelling, a
comparison between experimental and numerical modelling approaches during mechanical
deformation, and the development of a 2D numerical analysis replicating experiments conducted on
granite samples (Azzola et al., 2018a, b).

3 Risk monitoring methodologies
During the DESTRESS project, GFZ was concerned with developing monitoring and modelling
procedures for the risk associated with induced seismicity resulting from geothermal exploitation
activities. The main concern, considering the relatively small ground motion usually associated with
induced seismicity, has to do with non-structural seismic damage, which nonetheless has the potential
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to see noticeable economic losses and the disruption of activities associated with infrastructure such
as hospitals. The relevant activities undertaken by GFZ may be divided, in general, into two parts:
•
•

The monitoring of seismic risk and development of fragility curves (Megalooikonomou et al.,
2018).
Development of taxonomies for modelling building portfolios (Pittore et al., 2018).

The developed methodologies were tested by considering one of the DESTRESS test sites, namely the
village of Soultz-sous-Forêts in Alsace, France. The area has a very low level of natural seismicity, but
it has experienced induced seismicity as a result of the geothermal plant activity either during previous
stimulation operations or during geothermal exploitation (Dorbath et al., 2009; Cuenot et Genter,
2015; Baujard et al., 2018).
In the framework of DESTRESS, the village and surrounding area were surveyed using the remote rapid
visual screening (RRVS) methodology (Figure 1), which consists of an omni-directional camera system
installed on a vehicle which is driven around the area of interest. The resulting images are then
imported into a web-based platform which includes a GIS map interface, from which an engineer
assigns a series of attributes to each considered building (Haas et al., 2016).

Figure 4 Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the RRVS web-based platform. The bottom side includes multiple tabs for the manual
entry of the observed structural features. The upper left panel shows an example of an omnidirectional image of a building
located in the Soultz-sous-Forêts village, while in the upper right panel the same building (in green the related footprint) is
shown in a GIS map (Pittore et al., 2018).

When considering the monitoring of risk, or as is described by the work undertaken, the development
of a performance-driven system, the first requirement is an exposure model, which describes the
elements that are exposed to a specific hazard (i.e., what is found from carrying out the RRVS). As
mentioned, an engineer, making use of the acquired images and GIS database, assigns attributes to
the buildings in question, both structural and non-structural. The taxonomy used in these activities is
that developed within the Global Earthquake Model (GEM) initiative 1. This taxonomy employs 13

1 HTTPS://STORAGE.GLOBALQUAKEMODEL.ORG/WHAT/PHYSICAL-INTEGRATED-RISK/BUILDING-TAXONOMY/
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building attributes that allow an overview of the types of buildings that are in the area under
investigation and which are exposed to seismic hazard. The GEM taxonomy is described as a faceted
taxonomy, as it is a more bottom-up approach, where by taxonomies such as that provided by HAZUS,
termed risk-orientated taxonomies, classify structures as a whole. Making use of the GEM taxonomy,
we have classified around 500 buildings in the Soultz-sous-Forêts area (Figure 2).

Figure 5 The exposure model developed for the town and district of Soultz-sous-Forêts (from Megalooikonomou et al., 2018).
The various classifications are as follows: MUR = Unreinforced Masonry, MR = Reinforced Masonry, RC = Reinforced Concrete,
W = Wood, OTH = Other, 1= One floor - building, 2 = Two floors - building with rigid diaphragm, 3 = Two floors -building with
flexible diaphragm.

What is now required is the development of appropriate fragility curves in order to describe the
relationship of the building’s response to a given level of ground motion. This requires an engineering
demand parameter (EDP), which in the case of the non-structural elements being investigated, involves
the maximum interstory drift ratio (IDR) or the peak floor acceleration (PFA). Once such curves are
developed, they may be incorporated into rapid damage forecasting systems. This calls upon the
monitoring of real-time strong motion, where the initial P-wave arrivals are analysed by determining
various parameters from the preliminary ground motion that allow an estimation of the intensity of
the forthcoming S- and surface waves. A decision may then be made with regards to whether or not
to issue an alert, or to provide an estimate of what the expected damage will be for a given structure
based on their fragility curve. One means of determining such curves is by the use of the equivalent
degree-of-freedom system (ESDOF).
As part of activities undertaken for DESTRESS, Megalooikonomou et al. (2018) considered in some
details, two general classes of structures: unreinforced masonry (URM) and timber framed masonry
(TFM). These types of structures occur in relatedly high numbers in the mostly rural areas that
surround the geothermal platform considered in these activities. For the URM, the authors made use
of a modified version of the ESDOF method, as proposed by Vamvatsikos and Pantazopoulou (2015),
considering only key-geometric characteristics describing a box-shaped masonry building, along with
factors such as wall thickness, shear strength and shear modulus. The method involves defining the
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fundamental vibration mode by approximating it by a 3D shape function which is consistent with the
building’s boundary conditions. This brings up a limiting factor behind the use of this method, as it is
not applicable to irregularly shaped buildings. For TFM, a similar approach is employed to derive the
ESDOF properties, making use of only the key geometric characteristics of the timber panels and their
strength, without considering the infill masonry walls.
Use was made of realistic induced ground motion records. These were found from the web-based
Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Centre (PEER) ground motion database . A selection of
records was made, covering moment magnitudes between 3 and 5.5, depths from 3 to 14 km, with
epicentral distances between 5 and 55 km. For the URM buildings, these records were used as input
to an analysis that made use of results from shake-table experiments (Bothara et al., 2010) leading to
fragility curves for the pre-yielding damage state. The curves employed the incremental dynamic
analysis of the ESDOF derived from the table experiments. For the TFM, given that there are no shake
table experiments for such structures, the fragility curves were defined through the non-linear static
analysis of TFM walls, using a model adapted from Kouris and Kappos (2014), again employing the
PEER recordings for the IDA.
Figure 3 shows the resulting fragility curves for the case of such buildings in the study area. These were
derived in terms of Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) making use of the MATLAB toolbox FEDEAS
(Filippou and Constantinides, 2004) and verified using ambient noise measurements from low-cost
sensors located on each floor of examples of the buildings being studied and still installed within the
town hall of Keffenach as part of an ongoing monitoring program. The fragilities of the URM buildings
are, more or less, within the same range of damage and probability, while the TFM demonstrates a
superior earthquake resistant nature, being less fragile for low and medium intensities.
With regards to the development of taxonomies, efforts were made to expand upon the idea of the
faceted taxonomy, i.e., where specific attributes are defined, as in the GEM taxonomy, and then a
correlation is made with more risk-specific taxonomies, such as that from HAZUS, where fragility curves
have been defined for each class of structure. The risk-orientated taxonomies sees the typological
clustering of structures with similar features. Hence a building of a specific class is expected to behave
in a similar manner under given seismic loading. The developed methodology in Pittore et al. (2018)
decouples the collection of observations of buildings from their assignment to a specific risk-orientated
category in that the various faceted observations are combined and are assigned to one or more
different categories by following a fuzzy scoring formulation.
The developed approach is based on a system where by the generic comparability of a given building,
defined by some taxonomic description, with one or more pre-defined building classes. Each class has
a series of attributes defining its structural (and relevant to the DESTRESS project, non-structural)
characteristics, which are most relevant to that class. A weighing scheme is then employed, customized
for each class, to adjust the importance of each attribute in terms of its contribution to seismic
vulnerability. Note that such a scheme could, eventually, lead to a multi-hazard taxonomy scheme. A
fuzzy scoring formulation is then used to assess the numerical scores using triangular fuzzy numbers,
which is an array of three numbers representing the mode of the distribution, and the second and third
representing the support of the fuzzy number, meaning the interval outside of which membership is
zero.
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Figure 6 Proposed analytical fragility curves for first damage state (pre-yielding damage state –DS1-0.1% drift limit for nonstructural damage) for URM and TFM buildings for the cases of structures near the geothermal platforms near Soultz-sousForêts, France (Megalooikonomou et al., 2018)

Figure 7 Result of the use of two different fuzzy mapping schemes applied to the building inventory collected in Soultz-sousForêts. The resulting exposure models are therefore based on the same information, but refer to two vulnerability schemas.
The DESTRESS exposure/vulnerability model has been developed within the project considering the specific features of the
residential buildings observed in-situ. The EMS-98 schema is a well-known classification proposed as part of the European
Macroseismic Scale (EMS-98, Grünthal et al., 1988) and is largely used in risk applications, especially for unreinforced masonry
buildings.

As in the work described above, the observations collected from the Soultz-sous-Forêts area are
employed, and again using the faceted GEM taxonomy. This leads to class scheme for the study area,
where the observations are mapped to the smallest number of classes, leading to the distribution of
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building typologies and their association behaviour under seismic loading to be identified. The
attributes in this case are, as discussed above, weighted. The employed weights differ depending on
the attribute being considered. For example, attributes such as material type and material technology
are fairly straightforward to observe, while being very relevant to seismic vulnerability.
Two resulting exposure/vulnerability models are shown in Figure 4. By applying two different fuzzy
mapping schemes we can obtain different vulnerability models based on different classifications,
either already existing or custom-tailored to the specific application.
In conclusion, several innovative methods were developed and expanded upon to allow a consistent
and transparent modelling of exposure and vulnerability, as well as the effective and continuous
monitoring of risk associated with possible induced seismic events. For exposure modelling, the
employed fuzzy scoring technique allows the significant decoupling between the collection of
observable structural and non-structural features of the building stock, and the assignment of riskoriented building typologies that are related to specific fragility models. This technique has been
applied to field observations gained from a survey that was carried out using the described RRVS
platform. This resulted in several building classes deemed to be representative of the area’s built
environment. Those typologies have been considered for the development of specific fragility models
which account for non-structural damage, under the assumption of the expected level of induced
ground motion. An original hardware platform (MPwise) has been designed and tested within the same
framework, including its installation in one building. All of these outcomes together provide the
foundation for a risk monitoring and early warning system that could be easily tailored to specific
regions and expected levels of ground motion. The modularity of this approach makes it particularly
flexible and cost effective. A thorough validation of this methodology would require more time, given
the very low level of seismic activity (induced or otherwise) within the test area.

4 Coda Wave Interferometry based monitoring techniques
4.1

Introduction

Deep geothermal projects based on EGS environments exploit geothermal resources in naturally
fractured reservoirs. The economic viability of a geothermal project requires the development of the
reservoir through stimulation campaigns which aim to improve the connectivity of these boreholes to
the natural reservoir. The assessment of the productivity as well as the successful development and
operation of deep underground heat exchangers necessitates the management of the risk, related
notably to the potential seismic events produced by stimulation operations. This necessitates the use
of relevant monitoring methods, enabling the fine-scale evolution of the reservoir to be followed, as
fluid injections can also trigger non-seismic (or aseismic) displacements. Monitoring methods applied
in reservoir management are generally based on micro seismicity. However, in order to constantly
follow the reservoir’s evolution, it is important to develop tools that apply independently of the
spatiotemporally dependent seismicity.
The knowledge of the in-situ stress state is also of central importance to forestall the response of the
rock mass to the different stimulation programs. Typically, the characterization of the stress tensor is
derived from the analysis of borehole failures. For example, Azzola et al. (2019) analyzed Ultrasonic
Borehole Imager (UBI) data acquired at different key moments of the Rittershoffen reservoir’s
development. The repetitive logging program conducted in the GRT-1 and GRT-2 wells of Rittershoffen
permitted the study of the evolution of the stress state during the Rittershoffen geothermal project.
However, the analysis generally relies on a single borehole image data set and information about the
28.08.2019
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evolution - interestingly allowed for the Rittershoffen project - is usually not available. The
uncertainties in the stress magnitude, depending notably on the reliability of the strength parameter
of the different lithologies, are also important and the choice of the rupture criterion is often uncertain.
The limitations of such methodologies therefore make the study of the temporal evolution of the stress
state difficult.
The past years has seen the emergence of passive monitoring methods based on Coda Wave
Interferometry (CWI) (Snieder, 2006). These techniques aim at tracking small time delays in a diffusive
medium from a direct comparison of waveform changes in the coda before and after a perturbation.
The development of seismic noise correlation methods has contributed to the application of Coda
Wave Interferometry techniques to permanent ambient seismic noise records. Indeed, it has been
demonstrated that the cross correlation of ambient seismic noise recorded at two different receivers
converge to the Green’s function of the medium between the two stations (Campillo and Roux, 2015;
Roux et al., 2005; Shapiro and Campillo, 2004). This makes the application of CWI techniques to
compare stacked Ambient Noise Cross Functions (ANCFs) possible and opens up possibilities of
monitoring the fine-scale evolution of the medium under assumption of the stability of the noise
sources (for a complete review, see Campillo and Roux, 2015). These noise-based monitoring methods
have been applied to many tectonic environments in recent years. Examples include the monitoring of
volcanoes and mud landslides (Brenguier et al., 2008, 2011; Duputel et al., 2009; Mainsant et al., 2012),
and the geothermal reservoir in the area of Rittershoffen (Lehujeur, 2015; Lehujeur et al., 2014).
The application of such ambient noise-based monitoring techniques to the abundant data from the
permanent seismic stations installed around geothermal plants offers the chance to monitor the
evolution of deep geothermal reservoirs using a non-intrusive techniques. Past applications of Ambient
Noise Interferometry (ANI) techniques showed that the methods could support reservoir management
within various operational contexts, such as fluid injections or stimulation operations, by the
development of a tool that enables the detection and location of the aseismic evolution within or
around the reservoir. Obermann et al. (2015) shows for St Gallen, Switzerland, that a significant loss
of waveform coherence is measured in the ambient seismic noise cross correlations, starting with fluid
injections when other processes conducted by the operator in the wells didn’t lead to such changes in
the waveforms. These operations led to a significant gas kick and the closure of the deep geothermal
project. The continuous monitoring of the deep geothermal reservoir from ANI measurements could
have made it possible to anticipate such unwanted changes in the reservoir and may have avoided the
closure of the deep geothermal project. Applied to the stimulation of the reservoir of the Basel
geothermal project, such noise-based monitoring techniques were shown to provide important
observables which are complementary to the results obtained with standard micro seismicity tools,
and which could be applied to support the reservoir management (Hillers et al., 2015). In particular,
Hillers et al. (2015) detected and located with ambient seismic noise an aseismic transient deformation
induced by the 2006 Basel EGS stimulation which was not detectable with traditional micro-seismicity
studies.
Ambient noise interferometry is thus a highly sensitive technique, but still suffers from problems with
the interpretation of the measurements. Indeed, the physical processes at the origin of the CWI
measurements are not clearly identified. Physically, the measurements are usually interpreted as small
variations of seismic velocities, owing to different factors such as water table elevation variations,
temperature perturbations, or changes in the stress state (Lockner et al., 1977; Planès and Larose,
2013; Snieder, 2002). Deformation is a contribution to the measurements that is generally neglected,
as velocity changes are supposed to dominate the signals (Yamamura et al., 2003). Moreover, the
measurements usually encompass all the sensitivity of the diffusive waves toward the multiple
processes involved in the perturbation of the medium, which makes it difficult to decipher the different
28.08.2019
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contributions to the measurements. The study of the processes at the origin of the measurements is
therefore of key importance. To address these open questions, our research activities aimed at a better
understanding of the physical changes deduced from CWI, with a focus on the influence on
interferometry measurements of the elastic deformation at the sample scale.
Our research activities focused on different aspects. At the laboratory scale, where the physical
processes at the origin of the measurements can be easily managed, we focused on the forward
modeling of the effects associated with the elastic deformation of the medium on the CWI. Our
numerical model shows the strain influence on the time delays measured between the waveforms
during the elastic deformation of the medium. To improve our understanding of the measurements,
we get insights in the contribution to the time-delays measured from CWI techniques by comparing
experimental results with those obtained in simulations replicating the experimental conditions. The
focus is put on the signature on the CWI measurements of the elastic mechanical and thermal
deformation of the sample. In both cases, the numerical model replicates the mechanical and acoustic
behavior of the laboratory experiments. Finally, our results allow us to question at the laboratory scale
the processes at the origin of the delays and of the loss in coherence measured between the
waveforms.
Finally, by upscaling the representation of a strongly diffusive propagation medium proposed hereby,
we propose a numerical model contributing to the interpretation of the temporal variation of the ANI
measurements obtained in the vicinity of Rittershoffen. Surface temperature and water table elevation
changes are identified as the possible cause of the trend highlighted in the frequency range considered
in our approach, i.e., [1-3] Hz. From the modeling of the time-series, we propose a phenomenological
interpretation of the measurements which contributes to removing unwanted effects in the
monitoring. As natural surface phenomena unrelated to the reservoir evolution could induce potential
bias in the monitoring of the evolution of the geothermal reservoir, we address the applicability of
such passive techniques for the monitoring of unexpected changes in the deep geothermal reservoirs,
numerically.
4.2

Analysis of the time-delays measured during the elastic deformation of the sample, at
laboratory scales

Laboratory experiments combined with numerical simulations are essential for the physical
interpretation of CWI measurements. The interpretation of laboratory measurements, in terms of
disruptive events, is challenging since the measurements usually enclose at once all the contributions
of the various physical sensitivities of the scattered waves. Deciphering a specific effect remains
difficult from an experimental approach. We focus here at the laboratory scale on the elastic
deformation of the sample induced by the mechanical and thermal perturbation of the sample. As the
physical properties of rock in deep geothermal reservoirs are non-trivially influenced - at all scales- by
changes in temperature and pressure, laboratory experiments on representative samples and the
forward modelling of the involved processes are necessary to develop relevant seismic monitoring
techniques by improving our understating of the related measurements.
4.2.1
•

Mechanical deformation of the sample

Modelling of the Mechanical Strain Influence on Coda Wave Interferometry

This section includes a comprehensive description of the results published by Azzola et al. (2018b). We
address here the signature of the wave diffusion and in the CWI measurements of the elastic and
reversible deformation of the sample. We compare an experimental approach and numerical
28.08.2019
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modelling, with both including the same two parts: seismic wave scattering, and mechanical
deformation obtained from the step-by-step displacement applied at the top of the sample. The aim
is to develop a comparative modelling of the effect of stress changes (from 5 up to 50 MPa) in the
elastic regime during a uniaxial compression test on the CWI measurements. The mechanical loading
is a step by step rigid displacement of the upper face of the sample (see Figure 5). With each step the
displacement is increased, a wavelet is sent through the medium (left insert of Figure 5) and the
waveforms recorded (right insert of Figure 5) are compared sequentially using CWI techniques.

Figure 8 Principle behind the numerical experiment. We impose a mechanical loading to a numerical sample imposing a rigid
step-by-step displacement δ to its upper face. During the loading, a Ricker wavelet (see left insert) is sent in the medium from
the source and recorded at the opposite face by the receiver (see right insert). The waveforms are recorded for 32 positions
of the receiver equally distributed along the right-hand boundary of the sample.

The experimental method (see Figure 6 for a detailed representation of the experimental apparatus)
consists of a uniaxial load of an ab-initio designed scattering block of Aluminum 2017A (Au4G),
commonly labelled Duraluminium, during the time-lapse recording of the elastic wavefield.
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Figure 9 Image of the experimental apparatus. The piston of a servo controlled 10 T press loads a holed block of Au4G (70
holes of radius 3 mm). Two linear acoustic arrays of 32 sensors are held in direct contact with the boundaries of the sample.
At each step of the displacement imposed by the piston, the element of the transducer on the left which is located at the
middle of the array sends a pulse wave. This wave is recorded by each of the 32 elements transducer located on the opposite
face of the sample. An image correlation technique is used to estimate the displacement field by comparing pictures of the
sample taken at each step of the loading procedure.

In order to test the partitioning between the different physical phenomena in question, we combine
both the elastic deformation and the seismic wave propagation modelling, in which parameters and
disruptive elements are easily managed. The elastic deformation is obtained from a finite element
approach (Code_Aster). We perform a direct numerical modelling of seismic wave propagation within
the sample using a spectral element approach (SPECFEM2D) during its deformation (Komatitsch and
Vilotte, 1998). It enables us to observe the evolution of the synthetic waveforms of the scattered
waveforms during the deformation of a similar numerical sample with the same geometry and
properties. It therefore allows a detailed comparison between both approaches to be made. The
numerical modelling enables us to focus, all at once or in a distinct way, on the signature of the relevant
phenomena involved during the elastic and reversible deformation of the sample: a) of the sample and
the scatter deformation without intrinsic wave velocity variations, b) of the local density changes due
to local volumetric strain, and c) of acousto-elastic effects due to non-linear elasticity (Hughes and
Kelly, 1953; Murnaghan, 1951).
•

Results – strain influence on delays measurements

A first result of our analysis is the good agreement between the mechanical and acoustic behaviour of
the laboratory sample and its 2D representation considered in the simulations (Figure 7).
We characterize the scattering behaviour by measuring the temporal variation of the seismic energy.
We show a good agreement between the temporal variation of the seismic energy measured in both
media (see panel a) of Figure 7). The mean free path, which is the mean distance between two
successive scattering events, is key information for characterizing the scattering behaviour of samples.
The mean free path in the laboratory and numerical samples are inverted by comparing the energy
28.08.2019
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density function (plain black and red curves in panel a) of Figure 7, respectively) with a simple multiple
diffusion model by a least square fitting procedure. The best fit to the laboratory and numerical
measurements (respectively black and red dashed lines) determined by the least square regression are
presented in panel a) of Figure 7.
The good agreement between the mean free path estimated from both measurements also
contributes to assessing the similarity in the acoustic behaviour of the numerical and the laboratory
sample.
The mean free path estimated in both media are shown to satisfy the conditions necessary for the
establishment of strong scattering regime needed for the CWI analysis (Planès and Larose, 2013).

Figure 10 a) The logarithmic and normalized expression of the energy density, ln U(t), is computed with measurements
obtained in the laboratory (plain black curve) and in the simulation (plain red curve), in an unstressed medium. The 32 functions
computed from records obtained at each sensor of the receiver line are averaged spatially. The best fits to the laboratory and
numerical measurements, determined by the least square’s regression to estimate the mean free path, are plotted as dashed
curves (respectively dashed black and dashed red lines). b) experimental displacement field uY (X, Y) calculated from image
correlation between a picture of the unstressed sample and one captured after imposing a displacement of 𝛿 = 60 µm to the
top of the sample (corresponding to an applied force of F = 75 kN). c) Numerical displacement field uY (X, Y) computed by
Code_Aster when applying the same loading and using the same color scale. The holes introduced in the sample are
represented by black circles with the same size and spatial locations. The red bar indicates the extent of contact zone between
the sample and the piston.

We also provide evidence showing the linear elastic behaviour of the propagation medium, as well as
the similar linear behaviour between applied displacement and measured stress, for the numerical
medium and for the laboratory sample. The multi-scale comparison of the displacement
measurements, i.e., the comparison of the spatial distribution of the local displacement field measured
in the numerical case and in the laboratory experiments (see panel b) of Figure 7) as well as the
comparison between vertical macroscopic behaviors, shows that the mechanical behaviour of the
numerical sample reproduces that of the laboratory sample.
The verifications of these hypotheses, related to the framework of the study, legitimize our procedure
and allows the comparison of the CWI measurements. First, we show that the wavefield propagated is
sufficiently diffracted to show the appearance of time shifts between the waveform recorded at a
given loading state and a reference one, in their late parts (see Figure 8, with numerical records). These
time shifts, dt, are quantified by comparing sequentially the waveforms acquired using CWI methods.
The methods aim at measuring the relative variation of delays with time in the signal, dt/t.
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Figure 11 Coda wave interferometry. a) Comparison of three synthetic waveforms recorded respectively for an imposed
displacement δ = 0 μm (black), δ = 75 μm (blue), and δ = 150 μm (red); b) zoom in a 6.5 μs window of the waveform at the
beginning of the coda where a negligible time shift is observed and c) zoom at the end of the waveform where the time shift
is clearly sensitive to the imposed displacement. d) Time shifts within the coda measured with either a time window correlation
technique (circles) or a frequency stretching technique (solid line) when comparing waveforms at 75 and 0 μm displacement
(blue) and at 150 and 0 μm displacement (red). The lines fitted on the time shifts measured by a time window correlation
technique (circles) allows the relative time shift dt/t to be measured.

The increase of the relative time shift with strain shows that elastic deformation is fully correlated to
time shifts. Our tests show that the time shifts measured in the seismograms carry a real deformation
signal and are not numerical artefacts. We show that the evolution of the relative time delays with the
applied stress highlighted in the laboratory and in the numerical model are consistent (respectively
the black and red curves entitled “model 1” in Figure 12).
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Figure 12 Comparison between the linear regression fitted to the time shifts dt/t of the laboratory experiments (black line) and
the ones obtained from simulations based on three distinctive models as a function of the stress σY. The red dotted line (model
1) depicts the measurements when modelling all the influences on dt/t of: the change in the sample shape, the change in the
wave velocity variations due to density variations, and those due to acousto-elastic effects using the third-order elastic
coefficient (TOEC) of aluminum. Model 2 corresponds to the relative contribution of the change of sample shape including the
boundaries of the holes (i.e., the scatters) (red plain line). Model 3 is an extended version of Model 2 with also the wave velocity
variations due to density variations (red dashed line). Relative time shifts are the mean values calculated from the 32 distinctive
estimates obtained along the receiver array.

When modelling distinctly the contribution of the relevant phenomena included in the model, our
numerical measurements show the dominant influence of non-linear acousto-elastic effects on the
scattered wavefield and subsequently on the CWI measurements. Indeed, when modelling CWI
measurements without these acousto-elastic effects, i.e., with only the impact of the deformation of
the sample boundaries and of scatterers, only 11% of the relative time delays measured in the
laboratory are numerically reproduced (see model 2 inFigure 12). Adding the contribution of the
density change related to the volumetric strain almost lowers the magnitude of the relative time delays
dt/t measured through the simulation (see model 3 inFigure 12).
Our numerical model therefore identifies a strain sensitive signal. By comparing the signature on wave
scattering of different physical phenomena involved in the reversible elastic deformation of the
sample, we have gained insights in their relative contribution to the CWI measurements. Our results
open new perspectives for the interpretation of CWI measurements that could have implications for
the monitoring of infrastructures or natural geological structures (e.g., fractured reservoir, porous
medium).
4.2.2

Thermal deformation of the sample

This section consists in a comprehensive description of the results published by Azzola et al. (2018a).
•

Purpose

Understanding the influence of temperature changes on the physical and mechanical properties of
reservoir rocks is an important issue for the monitoring of deep geothermal reservoirs such as
Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS). We also quantified the impact of thermo-elastic deformation on
CWI measurements by comparing experimental results obtained from a previous study on Westerly
Granite to a numerical approach aiming at modelling wave propagation in complex media during
thermo-elastic deformation.
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•

Principle of the experiments / the numerical modelling

The experiments of Griffiths et al. (2018), whose laboratory apparatus is sketched in Figure 10, aim at
monitoring non-permanent and permanent effects, i.e., thermos-elastic effects and thermal microcracking on a Westerly granite sample when it is heated and cooled from room temperature to a
maximum temperature of 450°C in three successive cycles, as presented in panel b) Figure 10. Westerly
Granite was chosen as it is well-studied, and its physical and mechanical properties are well-known,
near-isotropic. The crystal assembly of Westerly Granite is similar to the so-called “fine-grained twomica granite” of Soultz-sous-Forêts (e.g., Hooijkaas et al., 2006). Waveforms were compared iteratively
by CWI during each cycle. If large and mostly permanent changes in the waveforms were measured
during the first cycle, the following cycles show further but reduced velocity reduction.

Figure 13 a) Sketch of the experimental setup (modified from Griffiths et al. 2018) for wave velocity measurements on a
Westerly Granite sample. The apparatus consists of a uniaxial press, a tube furnace and for waveform measurements, a pair of
high temperature resistant and broadband acoustic sensors that are set in direct contact with opposing ends of the sample
[see Griffiths et al. (2018) for details]. Upper acoustic sensor is the source and the lower one is the receiver. b) Evolution with
time during three heating/cooling cycles, of the temperature measured at the center of the sample with a thermocouple
inserted into a hole drilled radially.

The laboratory experiment is transcribed in the numerical scheme. The forward modelling approach
enables to highlight the contributions of various physical processes (velocity changes, heterogeneity
of the elastic deformation field, amplitude variations, etc.) on CWI measurements. The modelling
approach combines a spectral element approach (SPECFEM2D) to study the seismic wave propagation
within a diffusive medium, while elastic deformation of the medium is modelled using a finite element
code (Code_Aster).
•

Results

An important simplification of the numerical modelling is the definition of a homogeneous sample with
representative elastic moduli and thermal expansion coefficient but where scattering is only obtained
from multi-reflections on the boundaries. We show that multiple reflections on the boundaries of our
simplified numerical sample reproduce well the wave scattering properties of the experimental
granitic sample characterized by a complex mineral assembly and a large set of micro-cracks. We based
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our comparison on the temporal variation of the seismic energy that describes the scattering
behaviour of both the experimental and the numerical samples (see Figure 11).

Figure 14 The logarithmic and normalized expression of the energy density ln U(t), represented both in the experimental case
(red line) and in the simulated case (blue line), characterizes the scattering properties and is used for the linear inversion of
the mean free path. The comparison of both functions shows that the numerical medium reproduces the wave scattering
happening in the experimental sample. The dashed black line corresponds to the best fit to the laboratory measurements using
the diffusion model and leading to an estimate of the mean free path l = 3.9 mm.

We also show that both samples share a similar thermo-elastic behaviour, but only after the first
heating and cooling cycle. In the simulation, when we assume that the coefficient of thermal
expansion, the bulk modulus and the Young’s modulus are constant with temperature, the two main
results are as follows:
•

•

The isotropic thermal expansion of the medium is retrieved from the relative variation of delay
dt/t measured in the simulation with temperature (Figure 12). CWI results obtained from the
simulation in a homogeneous 2D rectangular sample consist of a deformation signal, due to
the elastic and homogeneous deformation of the sample.
The comparison with the CWI signal measured under comparable conditions at the laboratory
shows that the relative variation of delays dt/t measured in the simulation are significantly
lower (12 times) than in the simulated experiments, as depicted by the slopes of the linear
regression fitted to simulated and laboratory CWI results (Figure 12). In the experiments, and
in the absence of microcracking (i.e., during cycles 2 and 3), deformation alone only partly
explains the impact of temperature changes on CWI measurements.
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Figure 15 Comparison of simulated and laboratory CWI measurements. We represent the CWI measurements obtained in the
laboratory (orange line) during the second heating cycle of Westerly Granite and in the simulation (blue line) with temperature
measured at the middle of the sample. Relative time delays are measured by comparing the waveform recorded at a given
temperature with respect to the “reference” waveform. A linear regression is fitted to the measurements to estimate the
slopes -0.13x10-4 to numerical results and -1.62x10-4 to laboratory measurements (blue line and red line, respectively).

We finally discuss the role of irreversible deformation for the observed discrepancy by introducing
temperature dependence of elastic moduli in the model. The CWI results obtained in the experiments
are better modelled by complementary simulation in which the contribution to the CWI measurements
of the temperature dependence of E and K are added (results are presented in Figure 13). The CWI
measurements overestimate the experimental results obtained during cycle two and three, because
they include partial thermal damage microcracking that are less important in the experimental results,
in cycle 2 and 3. On the other hand, the intact sample is subject to large velocities perturbations during
the first cycle, retrieved in the simulation from the time dependence of the density, Young’s modulus
and bulk modulus.

Figure 16 Comparison of laboratory CWI measurements during the first cycle (red line) with the simulated CWI measurements
obtained without (blue line) and with (black line) introduction of a dependency with temperature of the bulk modulus K and
of the Young’s modulus E. A linear regression is fitted to the measurements. The slope of the linear regression fitted to the
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simulated CWI results is − 0.13x10−4 without introduction of the temperature dependency and it is – 4.1x10−4 when the
dependency is added to the simulation.

Our measurements bring new perspectives for the discrimination between the different effects
induced by thermal variations— changes of properties, such as velocity, attenuation, anisotropy, and
scattering properties—deduced from CWI signals. The interferometry technique shows to potentially
detect stress changes linked to a reservoir thermal variation during stimulation or exploitation which
could help to guide stimulation strategies designed to optimize reservoir productivity.
4.3

Temporal and spatial variability of decoherence during the elastic deformation, at the
laboratory scale

The simulations and laboratory measurements presented to study the strain influence on the CWI
during the mechanical elastic deformation of the Duraluminium (Au4G) sample, illustrate complex
interactions between several physical processes. In addition to the delays measured between the
waveforms we also measure a loss of coherence (decoherence) between the waveforms (for example,
see Figure 8), even if the difference in the shape of the seismograms is slight. Both theoretical and
experimental results have shown that decorrelation measurements are related to changes in the
diffusion properties of the medium and thus to structural changes in the medium (e.g., Larose et al.,
2010; Michaels, 2008; Rossetto et al., 2011). The understanding of the physical processes at the origin
of decoherence and time shifts necessitate a more complete analysis of the waveforms acquired during
the elastic deformation of the Au4G sample in the laboratory and in the simulations. We analyzed the
spatial and temporal variability of the delays and of the decoherence measured during the experiments
and the in the simulations.
4.3.1

Temporal and spatial variability of delays and decoherence measurements

We measured delays and decoherence by comparing the waveform acquired at a given stage of the
loading procedure to the reference one, using a time window cross-correlation method: the timewindows centered at time t in the waveform are cross-correlated to the time window in the reference
signal in order to evaluate the time delay and the loss of coherence at times t in the signal. The method,
which is repeated at distinct times along the signal, was introduced in Poupinet et al. (1984) and further
developed in Snieder (2002). We consider here a 32-sensors long receiver line which faces the source,
i.e., deployed along the right face of the sample (see Figure 1). The method is replicated for each
recorded signal. It enables to study both the spatial and temporal variability of the measurements.

Figure 17 Delays (red) and decoherence (black) with time in the signal, measured in simulations during the elastic deformation
of the sample due to a 75µm displacement of the upper face of the sample. The measurement, obtained in overlapping
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windows 6.5µs, is obtained at middle sensor of the receiver line (left) or is spatially averaged over the 32 sensors of the receiver
line (right).

We show that both decoherence and delays are measured during the elastic deformation of the
sample (Figure 14). We analyze first spatially averaged measurements: delays and decoherence
measured at a given time in the signal are averaged over all the position of the receiver in the receiver
line (see right part of Figure 14). For a given loading state, both measurements increase in a linear way
with time in the coda. But the delays and decoherence measured at the sensor located at the middle
of the line (see left part of Figure 14) shows more variability, with different sensibilities for each
measurement. It suggests that both measurements are impacted locally in a different way.
We then study the spatial variability, along the receiver line, of the mean delays and decoherence: the
delays and decoherence measured at time t in each successive window along the signal are averaged
to highlight the variability of a single measurement along the receiver line. For a fixed displacement
(δ=75µm is applied at the top the sample), we compare the decoherence and delays measured in the
simulation and laboratory experiments in Figure 15.
The measurements are compared to mechanical observables, obtained from Code_Aster, in order to
decipher the specific sensibilities of the delays and of decoherence.
From Figure 15, we show that delays are sensitive to the volumetric strain: we show a strong
correlation between the variation of time delays, averaged with time, with the position in the receiver
line and the volumetric strain measured using Code_Aster. On the other hand, the decoherence
averaged over time follows the spatial variability of the displacement. The measurement is sensitive
to the zone of loading of the sample, where changes in the scattering properties of the sample are
expected to occur.

Figure 18 normalized values of temporally averaged decoherence and delays (respectively black and red; measurements in
successive windows in the signal are averaged at each sensor of the receiver line) with position along the right boundary. The
measurements obtained in the simulation (plain line) and in the laboratory experiments (dashed line) are compared to the
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volumetric strain, averaged horizontally and measured using Code_Aster, to investigate the spatial variability and the
sensibilities of both measurements.

4.3.2

Numerical analysis of the sensibility of delays and decoherence measurements

From numerical experiments, we investigate the specific sensibility of the delays and decoherence
toward volumetric strain and displacement, respectively. We consider two numerical simulations in
which the position of one of the 70 round scatterers of the numerical sample is shifted by 75 µm
following two distinctive approaches. The “perturbed” medium is obtained either by applying directly
the displacement to the mesh grid and by discretizing the mesh grid again (see Figure 16.a.), or by
applying the displacement as a boundary condition in the resolution of the mechanical problem by
Code_Aster (see Figure 16.b.).

Figure 19 Principle of the experiments where a 75 µm displacement is applied to the boundary of one of the 70 round scatterers
in two different ways. a) The perturbed medium is obtained by shifting the position of the round scatter by 75 µm in the mesh
grid before it is discretized again. b) The perturbed medium is obtained by deforming the mesh grid using Code_Aster. The
homogeneous displacement of 75 µm is a boundary condition in the mechanical problem.

We show that delays are particularly sensitive to the volumetric deformation (left part of Figure 17),
when the displacement is applied as illustrated in panel b) of Figure 16. When the displacement of the
scatterer is applied as a boundary condition of the mechanical deformation of the sample, the mesh
grid will deform consequently. Volumetric strain is estimated from the trace of the strain tensor.
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Figure 20 The spatial variability of delays (left) and decoherence (right), averaged temporally in the signal length and
normalized, are measured with the position of the sensor along the receiver line (blue dotted line). The displacement (black
line, right) and the volumetric strain (black line, left) are measured within the sample by Code_Aster, the latter being estimated
from the trace of the strain tensor. The measurements are averaged horizontally.

In a different way, if the displacement of the scatterer is applied geometrically, as illustrated in panel
a. of Figure 16, the mesh grid will be strongly impacted in a local way. Delays evolve noisily and their
magnitude is two order of magnitudes lower than in the previous case. The decoherence and the norm
of the displacement evolve together with position along the side of the sample. Decoherence
measurements are particularly sensitive to zone where strong change in the mesh grid are applied and
where the scattering properties of the medium are expected to be modified consequently.
The results of our numerical analysis outline that decoherence measurements are related to structural
changes happening in the medium where the displacement is applied. We observe that delays are
strain sensitive. The spatial variability of delays and of volumetric strain are strongly correlated.
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Figure 21 The spatial variability of decoherence, averaged temporally in the signal length and normalized, are measured with
the position of the sensor along the receiver line (blue dotted line). The norm of the displacement (black line) is measured
within the sample and averaged horizontally.

4.4

Upscaled numerical model

The studies conducted at the laboratory scale and their results leads us to consider an application at
the scale of the reservoir to study the applicability of monitoring techniques based on the ambient
noise to follow the evolution of the reservoir in various operational contexts.
4.4.1

Purpose of the approach

The RT seismic network deployed around the Rittershoffen and Soultz-sous-Forêts geothermal plants
records passively since 2012 (Figure 19). Ambient noise based techniques have been applied to this
abundant dataset in time for the entire period of availability of seismic network recordings.
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Figure 22 Overview of the localization of the Rittershoffen and Soultz-sous-Forêts EGS projects, in the upper Rhine Graben, as
well as an overview of the RT seismic network deployed in the vicinity Bottom: data availability over time for the RT network.
The grey periods noted “GRT1” and “GRT2” correspond to the drilling periods of the wells at the Rittershoffen site and “STIM”
corresponds to the stimulation of the GRT1 well.

When the data are filtered in the [1-3] Hz range, the time-series of the CWI measured between stacked
ANCFs shows a clear annual trend, replicable from year to year. This specific trend is highlighted in
panel a. of Figure 20 from the monthly stacked data. The physical processes at the origin of the trend
are not well understood. The filtering band as well as the reproducibility of the measurements suggests
that natural surface phenomena, acting at shallow depth and strongly reproducible, are at the origin
of the measurements. Surface temperature and water table elevation variations (panels b) and c) in
Figure 20) are among the natural phenomena showing such a reproducibility from year to year. But
these natural processes could also bias the monitoring of the reservoir evolution: the applicability of
ambient noise-based techniques to support the reservoir management in various contexts (fluid
injection or stimulation operations, for example) necessitates that the contribution of the change in
the reservoir can be distinguished from the contributions of natural surface phenomena. The
identification of the processes at the origin of the measurements is important to better our
understanding of the time series measured but also to open perspectives for the removing of such
unwanted effects in the reservoir monitoring.
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Figure 23 a): time series of the optimum stretching coefficient for the North components of RITT and BETS, filtered between 1
and 3 Hz, and stacked monthly for the period from 2012 to 2017. b) and c): Annual surface temperature (lefts) and water table
elevation converted into pressure (right) presented in absolute values (line) or in terms of monthly variations (bars). The mean
surface temperature is measured monthly in Rittershoffen. The water table elevation is measured weekly at the nearby
Haguenau hydrological station. The measurements are stacked monthly for the period from 2012 to 2017 and converted into
pressure.

4.4.2

Principle of the numerical modelling

To get insight in the process at the origin of these measurements, we upscaled the representation of
a strongly diffusive medium proposed previously at the laboratory scale and developed a numerical
model aiming at modelling the stacked time-series measured in the vicinity of the Rittershoffen project
(Baujard et al., 2017). The numerical sample is a 2D representation of a geological section of the
geothermal reservoir, made of thick granitic layer overlain by a thin sedimentary layer (Figure 21). The
medium shows large round asperities behaving as numerous scatterers which create a strong
impedance change between the bulk and the inclusions. We combined the thermo-elastic deformation
of the sample resulting from the variation of surface temperature and of water table elevation using a
finite element approach (Code_Aster), to the simulation of the wave propagation using a spectral
element approach (SPECFEM2D). The one-year loading procedure is discretized in successive stages of
one month.
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Figure 24 Principle of the numerical model developed to model the signature on the interferometry measurements of annual
surface temperature and water table elevation variations and local changes within the reservoir. The sample consists in a 2D
representation of a geological section down to 22.4km under Rittershoffen, in which the boundary conditions for the
deformation modelling (i.e., surface temperature and pressure variations) act superficially and the deep part with large
heterogeneities aim at scattering the wavefield propagated from the source in the seismic propagation modelling.

The numerical model models the impact of the annual variations in surface temperature and water
table elevation measured in the vicinity of Rittershoffen. These perturbations, which are applied at the
top boundary of the sample, act mechanically at shallow depth. The significant depth of the numerical
model and the dense population of asperities (Figure 21) intends to strongly scatter the wavefield in
order to retrieve the same scattering conditions in the numerical model than with the ambient noise
recorded in the vicinity of Rittershoffen. In addition to model the signature on the CWI of the ambient
noise cross-functions of annual perturbations in water table elevation and surface temperature, the
numerical model aims also to study the influence of a local perturbation in the reservoir, which could
potentially be related to a transient deformation in the reservoir. We model here a local increase of
pressure (1, 10 or 100 MPa) in a kilometric asperity.
4.4.3

Results

We show first that the scattering properties deduced from the ambient noise recorded in a pair of
stations in the vicinity of Rittershoffen, is retrieved in the numerical model (Figure 22). We base our
comparison on the measure of the temporal variation of the seismic energy and on the estimation of
the mean free path from a least square regression comparing the measurement to a simple diffusion
model.
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Figure 25 The scattering properties are characterized from the measurement of the temporal variation of the seismic energy
using the cross-functions of the north components of the RITT and BETS stations (dashed line), and from the cross-functions
measured in the simulation (plain line). We show a logarithmic and normalized expression of the energy density, measured
with the causal (red) and acausal (blue) part of the cross-function, enabling to estimate by least square regression to a diffusion
model, the mean free paths. Black line shows the best fit determined by the least square method.

Also, the cross-functions measured from the waveforms recorded following the emission at the
punctual source of dominant frequency of 2 Hz are with a spectral content similar than the ANCFs
deduced from ambient noise recordings.
We show that the time series measured from the North component of the RITT-BETS station pair,
operating in the vicinity of Rittershoffen, is retrieved in the numerical model (black and red curves in
Figure 23 respectively). The time series is correlated to the annual variation in water table elevation.
Considering the similarity of the approaches and the good agreement between the annual variations
measured in the simulations and infield, we show the preponderant influence of water table elevation
variations on the annual time series deduced from ambient noise records in the vicinity of the deep
geothermal reservoir exploited in Soultz-sous-Forêts and Rittershoffen.
The identification of the processes at the origin of the interferometry measurements opens
perspectives for the removing of unwanted effects in the monitoring of the reservoir. Such natural
phenomena, unrelated to the reservoir evolution, can induce potential bias in the monitoring of the
reservoir evolution, at short term. We show that an unexpected change in the deep geothermal
reservoir, such as a local increase in pressure, could be monitored from such ambient noise based
passive monitoring techniques. We show from Figure 23 a clear increase in the amplitude of the
relative time delays dt/t measured from ambient noise-based techniques, when modelling the impact
of a local deformation in the reservoir in addition to the impact of the surface phenomena (blue circles
in Figure 23). The impact of non-elastic processes, related for example to the creation of new fractures
or the growth of pre-existing ones, is not quantified in our study. Such processes, which could be
related at the laboratory scale to the development of damage, are expected to strongly modify the
scattering properties of the medium, locally. An impact on the waveform coherence is expected to be
highlighted following such medium perturbation.
The results of our numerical modelling open perspectives for the application of ambient noise-based
monitoring techniques to the monitoring of deep geothermal reservoirs in various geotechnical
contexts. The fine-scale evolution of the reservoir could be retrieved in quasi-real time from the
application of such methods to the ambient noise records.
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Figure 26 Annual variation of the optimum stretching coefficient measured in the simulation, by modelling the influence of the
water table elevation and of surface temperature variations on the measurements (red dotted line). The interferometry
measurements obtained when adding in the numerical model the contribution of a local perturbation in a kilometric asperity
during the month of June are represented as blue circles. We consider pressure variations of 1, 10 and 100 MPa. The optimal
stretching coefficient dt/t is measured by comparing the causal of the cross-functions. The 29 distinct measurements obtained
for each pair of station separated by 2.6 km are averaged. The measurements are compared to the time series of the optimum
stretching coefficient for the North components of RITT and BETS (black).

4.5

Conclusions and recommendations

We introduced CWI, and in particular, ANI, as a highly sensitive monitoring technique that has few
requirements, but suffers from problems with the interpretation of the signals. Our results might
provide new outcomes for their interpretation and for the application of the technique to monitor
deep geothermal reservoirs.
Our research activities aimed to improve our understanding of the CWI measurements by questioning
the relative contribution of different physical phenomena in the measurements, with a specific focus
on the processes involved during the elastic deformation of a sample at the laboratory scale. From the
modelling of effects highlighted in the laboratory experiments, we show that CWI measurements are
stress sensitive and carry a real deformation signal. The identification of such deformation signals in
the CWI measurements provides new possibilities for the use of interferometry technique based on
ambient noise in order to monitor stress changes.
At the laboratory scale, we investigated the signature in the measurements of the mechanical loading
of the sample within the elastic regime. We quantify the relative contribution of different phenomena
involved in the elastic deformation of the sample, i.e., changes in the sample’s shape and in its wave
velocities, due either to density variations or acousto elastic effects. We highlight the preponderant
influence of acousto-elastic effects related to non-linear elasticity. In addition, we measured the
relative contribution of different phenomena involved during the thermo-elastic deformation of a
Westerly granite sample.
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Finally, we considered these results within a wider scale to study the applicability of ANI-based
techniques to support reservoir management within various operational contexts such as hydraulic
stimulations and in particular for the anticipation of unexpected changes. We propose a numerical
model that aims first at identifying the surface processes at the origin of the temporal variations
measured using the ambient noise recorded in the vicinity of Soultz-sous-Forêts and Rittershoffen
deep geothermal projects. The identification of the processes at the origin of the measurements offers
additional perspectives for the removal of unwanted effects in the monitoring of the reservoir
evolution. We show that an unexpected change in the deep geothermal reservoir, modelled as a local
pressurization applied at depth, could be monitored using ANI-based passive techniques.
Our measurements show that changes in relative time delays could be interpreted in the field by
slight changes in the stress state in a reservoir rock mass. The loss of coherence between the
waveforms could be interpreted by a local development of damage related to the growth or creation
of new fractures. We introduced CWI, and in particular, ANI, as an interesting monitoring technique,
which still suffers from problems associated with the interpretation of the measured signals. The
research activities presented in this document might provide new outcomes for the application of
the technique by contributing to the understanding of the CWI measurements.
By using continuously recording seismic networks, generally densely deployed around geothermal
plants, the resolution and strong sensitivity of the CWI measurements could support reservoir
management within various operational contexts. It could for example, contribute to the
anticipation of unexpected changes such as transient aseismic deformations which could occur
during the reservoir development. Such interferometry techniques could enable us to control the
changes occurring in the stress state of the surrounding medium at depths or provide important
observables, complementary to results obtained with standard micro-seismicity tools.
The development of such monitoring methods requires a more extensive use of the ambient seismic
noise acquired in the vicinity of geothermal plants and the increase in the number of observables.
For a given study site, it implies the establishment of dense seismic networks whose purpose is to
improve the reliability of the monitoring by increasing the redundancy of the observations. The
optimization of the geometry of the network requires, however, a more precise typological study,
which depends on the location and specifics of the targeted site.
The application of these innovative methods implies also an improvement in the industrialization of
the processing of noise records. Numerical methods have already been developed to automatize the
treatment of ambient seismic noise records (Lecocq et al., 2014). However, further efforts would be
necessary to apply them to the monitoring of geothermal reservoirs in operation, especially since
the studies presented in this document show that the interpretation of the changes in terms of
associated physical process is not trivial.
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scattering the wavefield propagated from the source in the seismic propagation modelling. ................... 30
Figure 25 The scattering properties are characterized from the measurement of the temporal variation of the
seismic energy using the cross-functions of the north components of the RITT and BETS stations (dashed
line), and from the cross-functions measured in the simulation (plain line). We show a logarithmic and
normalized expression of the energy density, measured with the causal (red) and acausal (blue) part of
the cross-function, enabling to estimate by least square regression to a diffusion model, the mean free
paths. Black line shows the best fit determined by the least square method. ............................................ 31
Figure 26 Annual variation of the optimum stretching coefficient measured in the simulation, by modelling the
influence of the water table elevation and of surface temperature variations on the measurements (red
dotted line). The interferometry measurements obtained when adding in the numerical model the
contribution of a local perturbation in a kilometric asperity during the month of June are represented as
blue circles. We consider pressure variations of 1, 10 and 100 MPa. The optimal stretching coefficient dt/t
is measured by comparing the causal of the cross-functions. The 29 distinct measurements obtained for
each pair of station separated by 2.6 km are averaged. The measurements are compared to the time
series of the optimum stretching coefficient for the North components of RITT and BETS (black). ........... 32
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